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WELCOME
Welcome to the latest edition of the Rhoades Young Design
newsletter, showcasing our most recent yacht launches
and residential projects, as well as those currently under
construction, alongside exciting new concepts fresh from
the drawing board. We are also excited to be celebrating
20 years since the formation of Rhoades Young Design
and take a look back at some of our favourite and most
celebrated projects.
Led by directors Jonathan Rhoades and Dick Young,
Rhoades Young Design is a bespoke design company made
up of a dedicated and multidisciplinary team with over 20
years of industry experience. In that time we have been

fortunate to work on a wide variety of yacht and residential
projects, ranging from 70ft hybrid motorboats to 80m
carbon sailing yachts, from country residences to luxury
hotels and everything in between.
On behalf of all of the team at Rhoades Young Design, we
would like to thank everybody we have had the pleasure of
working with over the last 20 years on all of the fantastic
projects that we have been privileged to be involved with,
and we look forward to many more exciting and fulfilling
years ahead.
- Jonathan Rhoades and Dick Young.
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PHOEBE
Phoebe is the first yacht to be launched in our recent
collaboration with Hunt Yachts on the semi-production
Ocean Series. Featuring the legendary Hunt Deep-V
hull, Phoebe has been designed in collaboration with her
experienced owner for long and comfortable sailing in
even the worst of weather conditions. The interior has
a calm and relaxed atmosphere with classically styled
teak furniture contrasted with lighter fabrics and painted
panelling to create an interior ambiance befitting a much
larger yacht.

R E C E N T LLA YU N C H E D
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UNDER

CONSTRUCTION

5 0 m C L A S S I C K E TC H
Due for delivery in late 2019, this graceful 50m classicallystyled sailing yacht is currently under construction at Vitters
shipyard and features naval architecture by Hoek Design,
project management by MCM and a traditional interior by
Rhoades Young Design. Constructed from aluminium, she
is being built to Lloyd’s special service craft rules.
The interior of the 50-metre ketch will be both elegant
yet welcoming, with restrained upholstered panels sitting
alongside the traditional teak joinery furnished to give each
space it’s own individual character. The full-beam owner’s
suite dovetails with the aft private deckhouse and secluded
cockpit, one of three on board. Guest accommodation is
provided by two further cabins, with the option to convert
the forward ‘snug’ into a third guest cabin when required.
Other interior features include a gym and formal dining
area, whilst accommodation for up to 8 crew is provided
in the foreship.
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UNDER

CONSTRUCTION

SPIRIT 111
Currently under construction
at Spirit Yachts, this unique
sailing yacht has been designed
from the outset to be ecofriendly and features a unique
electric propulsion system
capable of powering the
yacht for modest distances or
when manoeuvring. Under
sail the system recharges,
enabling the yacht to run
completely on battery power
when allowing for careful
consumption.
The interior of the yacht is
also truly unique, with an
organic layout weaving a
flowing path throughout the
unusual
accommodation.
With the exception of the
countertops, every surface
within the interior is curved
and twisting, with very few

vertical surfaces in evidence.
Furniture elements are created
by sections of the curved walls
twisting and peeling away from
the primary surface, whilst the
centrepiece of the saloon - a
unique curved seating area has been created with flowing
steam-bent walnut batons.
The unique fanlight in the
coach-roof floods the saloon
with natural light, whilst
a combination of subtle
lighting features emphasise
the unique twisting surfaces
of the interior.
Curved
velum and upholstered
panels are used as a counter
point to the otherwise
timber materials, ensuring
that the interior is not only
modern but also warm and
comfortable.
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HUNT 74
Due for launch in 2019, this 74’ Flybridge yacht is our
second collaboration with Hunt Yachts for the Ocean Series.
Designed for a very experienced yachtsman and featuring
the legendary Hunt Deep-V hull, this yacht is designed for
comfortable passage making in the Mediterranean. The
interior has classical references with a rich and detailed
cherry and amboyna interior, whilst the spatial planning
is open and modern with carefully managed levels to
maximize the volume and ensure smooth circulation
throughout the yacht. With two spacious cabins and the
galley on the lower deck, the saloon feels spacious and airy
with the ambiance befitting a much larger yacht.

UNDER

CONSTRUCTION
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UNDER

CONSTRUCTION

PROPERTY
A rapidly expanding division of the office, Rhoades Young
Design currently have several property projects under
development in various stages of the construction process,
ranging from private residences to hotels, based both in the
UK and internationally. Utilising the skills, processes and
experiences gained from the superyacht industry, Rhoades
Young Design are able to imbue these projects with a level
of detail not normally associated with residential projects.
Our current portfolio ranges from complete exterior and
interior architectural projects to highly detailed interior
design, furniture, lighting and landscape architecture.
Rhoades Young Design are able to offer our expertise in
any or all stages of the design process, be it working within
existing architecture or starting with a clean-sheet of paper.
Whilst most of our residential projects are understandably
highly confidential, we hope to have some exciting images
to share with you in the near future.
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CONCEPT
4 5 m M O T O R YA C H T
Rhoades Young Design are delighted to announce this
45m Contemporary Explorer concept. With a stylish
and sophisticated ‘business-like’ profile, her go-anywhere
capabilities combine with flexible entertainment spaces
and an extensive aft deck to make this a yacht suitable
for any occasion, be it navigating the Arctic waterways of
the Northwest Passage or entertaining large parties whilst
docked in the Mediterranean sun.
The spectacular upper deck is completely devoted to the
owner and features a large forward-facing bedroom with
180-degree panoramic views and private terrace, an ensuite bathroom with his and hers basins, a private study
and an informal open-plan dining and lounge area which
opens to a large aft deck. A secluded pantry that connects
independently to the galley on the deck below ensures that
this private level is always well catered for.

Accommodation for up to 8 additional guests is provided
on the main deck below, with four symmetrical suites
located forward of the main entrance lobby. Heading aft
reveals the flexible entertainment spaces and the extensive
aft deck; with numerous options for alternative social
arrangements, this area is designed to be flexible to the
owner’s requirements, be it a large swimming pool, relaxed
dining area or simply a viewing platform. With its close
connection to sea-level, this area will never disappoint in
delivering spectacular scenery, whilst also featuring access
to the toy-store and lower deck ‘beach club’, complete
with sauna and gym.
Completing the lower deck is the large crew area, featuring
accommodation for up to 10 crew and a professional
service galley. A private stairwell ensures the crew have
separate access to all decks, enabling discrete circulation.
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CONCEPT
49m CLASSIC EXPLORER
This 49m Classic Explorer takes inspiration from the
heritage and legacy of classic workboats. As with Bystander,
a Rhoades Young Design period-1920’s inspired yacht
launched in 2006, this 49m Explorer has been developed
with meticulous attention to detail, bringing together the
latest technology with unparalleled luxury.
With a highly efficient sea-going hull, this beautiful yacht is
perfect for global adventures. Her strong and purposeful
forward-biased superstructure creates huge social areas
aft and space for two tenders up to 9 metres long. The
luxurious guest area houses accommodation for up to 12
guests, whilst capacity for 12 crew members can be found
on the lower deck.
The centrepiece of the guest accommodation is the feature
quadruple-height staircase that punctuates the centre of
the yacht and is lit from above through a skylight disguised
in the exterior ‘funnel’. Beginning at the Bridge Deck, this

level features a generous navigation area for planning the
day’s adventures, whilst seclusion can be found on the
spacious aft deck, perfect for a quiet moment reading a
book on a steamer chair.
The upper deck is dominated by the spacious owner’s
suite, which features a 180-degree panoramic view, private
study and enormous private deck featuring a split inside/
outside saloon, divided by large glass sliding doors which
flood the suite with natural light.
The main deck is dominated by a generous entrance foyer,
with aft doors leading onto a huge social deck that hides the
large toy storage beneath. The VIP suite, also on this level,
has a central connecting lobby with a private convertible
study and his and hers bathrooms, whilst the large galley on
this deck connects through to the pantry above via a dumbwaiter, keeping the crew circulation completely separate
from the guests if required.
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CONCEPT
5 4 m F LY B R I D G E S / Y
This 54m flybridge yacht has been designed as the perfect
combination of a comfortable cruising yacht with the
sailing performance to compete competitively. With an
innovatively packaged flybridge, this yacht includes the
benefits of the extra deck space, increased visibility and a
higher vantage point of a flybridge yacht whilst avoiding the
typical high superstructure of this type of yacht.
Whilst the unique packaging of this yacht maximises the
interior accommodation, the large vertical portlights flood
the interior with natural light increasing the connection
between the inside and outside of the yacht.
As part of this innovative layout, the interior positions a
‘beach club’ in the stern which in combination with the
large folding transom platform transforms the aft deck into
a large social area, the facilities of which are normally the
preserve of large motor yachts. Generous steps to the

aft deck makes embarking and disembarking the yacht a
graceful experience.
The full beam owner’s suite not only provides private
access to the aft ‘beach club’ but also features a fold-down
platform of its own, creating a private mini-terrace when
the yacht is at rest. 4 versatile guest cabins provide a
multitude of sleeping options for the additional 8-10 guests,
who can also be entertained by the large media room/
cinema located forward of the upper saloon.
The saloon itself features an open-plan layout containing
navigation, dining and lounging areas, providing the benefit
of smaller, more intimate areas within a single space. Large
glass screens at the aft of the saloon once again break
down the boundaries between the interior and exterior,
replicating the truly multi-functional capabilities of this
unique design.
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P A PSR OTJ E C T S

The past 20 years at Rhoades Young Design has seen the
completion of over 40 individual projects, with some of
our favourite examples represented in the following pages;
from the very first Rhoades Young Design superyacht
interior - the Bruce King-designed Maria Cattiva - to the
world’s most ambitious carbon sailing yacht Hetairos, to
the transformation of the record-breaking race boat MariCha IV into the stunning Samurai.
Not only do these projects represent the level of quality and
creativity evident in every Rhoades Young Design project,
but also the breadth of versatility that the team is capable
of. It is for this reason that we do not rely on a singular
house style, with each of our projects being a reflection of
the client’s personality combined with our obsession for
creativity and devotion to detail. We hope you find this
latest collection of our projects as interesting and enjoyable
to browse as they were for us to create.
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SAMURAI
Starting life as the famous 42m carbon composite offshore
racer Mari Cha IV, the challenge given to Rhoades Young
Design was to create a luxury cruising yacht from the
stripped-out no-compromise racer. Working within the
constraints of the existing structure and rig loads, a lifting
keel was added and a lightweight interior devised to keep
weight gains to a minimum.
Numerous exterior revisions, penned by Rhoades Young
Design, include a new guest cockpit - enclosed by long
sweeping flanks for extra protection - and an aggressive
‘chiseled’ deck house, inspired by stealth fighter jets, was
designed to bring light into the formerly raw carbon hull,
where the main luxury saloon now resides.

Every item of the new interior was weighed before
installation to ensure that the strict weight targets calculated
to achieve specific performance targets were met. This
challenge was achieved without compromising the luxury
feel of the interior, capable of providing accommodation
for up to ten guests and ten crew members if required.
The new interior layout was conceived to fit around the
boat’s existing structure, and even the doors - made from
luxury walnut with leather inserts - were designed to fit
within existing cut-outs in the bulkheads.
With an interior brief of ‘Samurai Temple meets Portofino
Beach House’ it was clear from the start that this was not
going to be an ordinary refit.
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H E TA I R O S
Hetairos marries the romance of a Bristol Pilot Cutter
with the unprecedented demands for a high performance
carbon race boat. In combination with the world’s largest
composite rig, a revolutionary propulsion system and a
requirement to excel in competition, the brief was to
create the lightest and most luxurious interior built to date,
resulting in a 4-year research and development program
where revolutionary interior construction techniques and
advanced materials were developed.

A winner of numerous design awards, the success of
Hetairos is that none of this technology or invention
interferes with the interior aesthetic or function. The
ambience is that of an old commercial coaster, converted
into a yacht and then slowly refitted on her travels. From
the Colonial influences of the Raffles hotel to the Oriental
details and subtle French Caribbean detailing, each element
of furniture has been specifically designed and aged to
imitate 100 years of life.
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CALLIOPE

Winner of both a World Superyacht Award and a ShowBoats
Design Award, the interior of Calliope contrasts elegant
classical architecture with carefully chosen contemporary
furniture. Influenced by the architecture of a French
château, elegant curves and flowing lines create a calm yet
rich background to the loose furniture, with each piece
individually designed by Rhoades Young Design.
The wood for the lower decks is a weathered limed oak
which lends a rich patina to the interior. A spectacular
reverse twin-spiral staircase leads guests to the upper
deck where a change to teak joinery creates a strong
connection to the exterior, whilst the furniture has more
of an Indonesian feel. This relaxed combination creates an
informal area perfect for balmy summer evenings at anchor.
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SARISSA
A ShowBoats Design Award winner, Sarissa was designed for
a young family to have ‘big adventures in remote locations’,
combining the functionality and personality required to
accommodate and entertain with the sailing performance
to race competitively. One of the largest composite yachts
built to date, the challenge was to create an interior that
was distinctly modern but with the ambience of an intimate
home, all within strict weight constraints.
Her unusual general arrangement is based upon a geometric
grid, juxtaposed by a sweeping curved thoroughfare that
flows from the aft guest accommodation through to the
forward open-plan galley and dining area, creating the
illusion of a much larger yacht. Each cabin utilises the
palette of interior materials in a different manor, creating
distinct themes from cabin to cabin, ranging from the dark
and cosy study through to the playful children’s cabin.
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WISP
Wisp is a 48m classic sloop that epitomises the style and
grace of classic sailing yachts, re-imagined to create a
supremely comfortable cruising yacht with the ability to
indulge in a little ‘gentleman’s racing’. The interior brief
was for a light, airy and calming ambience in which to travel
the world, a style the owner summed up as “jolly” on what
would become his ‘home away from home’.
To achieve a relaxed holiday home feel, the interior features
a light oak that has been stained to match the owner’s
tastes. Care was taken to ensure a quiet and continuous
flow in the wood’s natural grain to ensure calmness in

the interior. This is contrasted with dark wenge inlays
and fabrics in courageous colours, accented with brightly
coloured table lamps converted from Murano glass vases.
Beautiful handmade carpeting provides the casual charm of
Japanese Tatami matting.
The unusual open-plan interior has been designed in layers
to reveal itself gradually. Upon first viewing each cabin
appears spacious and resolved, yet further exploration
reveals ever-increasing spaces until all the layers are peeled
back to reveal large cabins with expanding sight-lines that
connect the interior and exterior.
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B Y S TA N D E R
Winner of the ISS Award for Best Motor Yacht and featuring
both exterior and interior design by Rhoades Young Design,
Bystander was built as an escort vessel for the classic
J-Class yacht Velsheda and was designed to recreate an
authentically styled 1930’s workboat, eclectically re-fitted
for private use. A seamless integration with Velsheda was
critical and the two boats were designed for side-by-side
docking, enabling safe transferral between them.
The relationship with Velsheda continues into the interior;
the upper saloon’s aft wall retracts to create a vast viewing
platform, whilst racing tactics are co-ordinated in the
adjoining campaign room. The Edwardian-style interior
is emphasised with free-standing campaign-style furniture
and has been specifically designed and aged to imitate 70
years of use, leading guests to believe that Velsheda and
Bystander were built together.
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PUMULA
Winner of numerous awards throughout 2013 and 2014,
including ‘Yacht of the Year’ at the World Superyacht
Awards, Pumula was designed to be a ‘true sailors yacht’.
Built with a passion for adventure, she embodies the detail
and personal touches that symbolise everything exciting
about custom yachts.

warmth without being precious. Leather-bound bedside
tables - inspired by steamer trunks from the golden age
of cruise liners - were combined with antique pewter
worktops and hand painted surfaces. The result is like an
old friend - a place of comfort, secure and reassuring, with
a touch of nostalgia.

The brief was to combine a traditional panelled interior
with a relaxed beach house atmosphere that would sit
comfortably in the context of her traditional exterior. To
this end, the smoked-oak interior joinery was treated
to appear polished with use over time, to have a gentle

The feeling of ease that Pumula exudes belies the rigorous
design work that underpins her. Every millimetre was
examined and re-examined to balance her sleek low profile
with the interior and servicing requirements for a luxurious
world cruising yacht.
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HEUREKA
This 45m sloop, known in development as YIII, was built
by Holland Jachtbouw and features a contemporary but
comfortable interior that accommodates up to 8 guests,
thanks to the addition of a convertible Media Room which
also doubles as a fourth guest cabin.

Clever use of lighting within the saloon creates a galleryesque backdrop for the owner’s extensive artwork, whilst
the leather-panelled corridor carries you forward into the
forward lobby, where the unclad-carbon mast is celebrated
by a large overhead lighting feature.

Unique dark portlight surrounds are framed by large
architectural arches, giving the impression of undefined
space beyond where the eye would normally believe the
room finishes. The quiet and sophisticated pear wood
joinery is highlighted by brightly coloured leather furniture
pieces, hand stitched by artisans and inspired by Italian
leather handbags.

One of the most unique features of the yacht is the
retractable hydraulic bimini top, which unfolds out of the
deck like a convertible car roof and provides shade for the
multi-purpose cockpit seating. Working closely with the
naval architect, all the mechanisms have been integrated
with the Rhoades Young Design cockpit furniture to
produce an integrated and holistic design.
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KAMAXITHA
Winner at the 2013 ShowBoats Design Awards, Kamaxitha
has strong exterior references to the early pilot-cutters and
Brixham trawlers, whilst the initial interior inspiration was
drawn from Maria Cattiva - the first collaboration between
Rhoades Young Design and Royal Huisman. Whilst the
interior brief was for styling that remained faithful to
the classic yachts of yesteryear, the accommodation was
expected to provide the lifestyle and functionality of a
modern yacht.
The formal arrangement connects the guest areas through
expansive lobbies and grand stairwells, overlooked by
geometric skylights that flood the interior with natural light.

The key to the interior, however, is that within these grand
gestures, smaller intimate volumes are created providing
relaxed seating areas.
Traditional furnishing elements, warm colours, suffused
lighting and an understated sense of luxury create a
reassuring ambience. Satin-finished Swietenia mahogany
sits beneath hand-painted deck-heads and contoured
beams. Raised and fielded panelling is complemented by
hand-turned balustrades, whilst the book shelves and
display alcoves are surmounted by shell-design pediments
and enhanced by the glow from custom bespoke periodstyle light fittings.
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ARCADIA

Winner of the 2007 World Superyacht Award for Best
Motor Yacht, Rhoades Young Design were responsible
for the interior design whilst also collaborating with naval
architect Tony Castro on the exterior. As an experienced
yachtsman and engineer, the owner chose the combination
of Rhoades Young Design and Royal Huisman to engineer
a long-range motor yacht with a ‘sailboat ethos and
efficiency’. The result is a motor yacht with the feel of a
much larger vessel whilst still being able to get into the
smallest ports and anchorages.

The ancient Greeks viewed Arcadia as a place that brought
people to a state of contentment and happiness, and it
was this brief that the client brought to Rhoades Young
Design for the interior. Colonial references combine with
Edwardian furniture detailing and Swietenia mahogany
to create a design scheme more commonly associated
with traditional sailing yachts. The resulting interior has
a warmth and elegance which, together with considered
sight-lines, creates an ambience and feeling of space
befitting a much larger yacht.
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G U N B O AT 9 0
Having been commissioned for both exterior and interior
design, the Gunboat 90 project is the first Catamaran
project to come from the Rhoades Young Design drawing
board. Built and launched in Cape Town, South Africa, the
interior joinery was constructed in Canada making this a
truly international project.
Designed as a ‘performance cruiser’, the interior styling
was developed after the client visited another Rhoades
Young Design superyacht interior and deciding he wanted
something similar in look and feel but with a more vibrant

upholstery specification, combined with the benefits that a
multi-hull platform provides.
While the Gunboat 90 is exceptionally large, her spaces
have been used in a restrained but thoughtful manner.
Guest accommodation includes four luxurious en-suite
staterooms, whilst the crew quarters are located in the
bows where space is more restricted. The spacious openplan galley to starboard and the rigorously symmetrical
dining area to port only became feasible after the design of
a fully asymmetric engine room and drive train took shape.
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LADY B
Recipient of the Judges’ Commendation at the World
Superyacht Awards, Lady B features both exterior features
and interior design by Rhoades Young Design. The larger
of two sailing yachts created for this experienced owner,
the design brief was for a high performance sloop endowed
with worldwide cruising capability.
The interior style is comfortable and clean, with an
emphasis on natural light and open connected spaces. The
deck saloon is designed as an integral part of the cockpit
with generous steps, carefully considered eye-lines and
large windows adjoining the two areas. A feature leatherpanelled wall stretches the length of the interior, connecting
the saloon with the intimate guest accommodation below.
Finished with walnut joinery and contrasting white-painted
shutters, the lower guest areas are lit from above by
large skylights to create a light, warm and sophisticated
ambience.
The owner’s wife - an accomplished artist - created all of
the artwork on-board and was heavily influential in the
selection of the complimenting fabrics, a typical example of
owner involvement during the build process.
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ASGARD
Built by Abeking & Rasmussen in 1993, the interior design
for the original Hetairos was Dick Young’s last project
before establishing Rhoades Young Design. The team were
therefore delighted when approached by her new owner
to undertake a design refit as part of the relaunched and
renamed world-cruiser, Asgard.
This extensive refit includes a new owner’s cabin,
remodelled upper and lower saloons, updated guest and
crew cabins, a revised galley and new loose furniture.
Alongside this interior refit, a complete technical installation
of both engineering, navigation and entertainment was
completed.
Careful wood selection and subtle updates to the original
styling were critical to ensure the seamless integration of
the new interior items with the original, preparing Asgard
for another 25 years of world exploration.
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MYSTÈRE
Awarded Best Sailing Yacht at the 2007 World Superyacht
Awards, the modernist ideal of ‘form follows function’ was
the inception for Mystère. Working closely with the client,
the brief was to de-construct and re-evaluate every detail
of the yacht to produce a pure and modern approach to
yacht building. The interior, whilst extremely minimalist
in detailing, has a rich, dark and sophisticated ambience,
complemented by the symmetrical general arrangement.
Uninterrupted teak decking flows from the exterior into
the large open-plan saloon, blurring the division between
interior and exterior and reinforcing the 360-degree
panoramic views, whilst the symmetrical owner’s cabin
incorporates an intimate raised seating area that flanks
the aft companionway that leads to a private aft cockpit.
Surrounded by glass, this area floods the bedroom with
natural light and provides superb views to the horizon.
Image courtesy of Tom Nitcsh

GREENLINE
Featuring both exterior and interior design by Rhoades
Young Design, the Greenline Ocean Class 70 continues
with the philosophy of her smaller sisters but takes comfort
and range to a new level. With her seaworthy hull allowing
for a transoceanic range, coupled to solar and hybrid
technology, this particular vessel is having a huge impact on
the boating community, increasing comfort whilst reducing
the costs and the carbon emission footprint that result
from typical ownership.
Chiselled contemporary exterior styling combines with
an interior layout designed to offer maximum interaction
between connecting spaces. Large sliding glass doors
connect the main saloon and aft cockpit, creating the feel
of a single larger area, whilst direct access to the fly-bridge
is available from the pilothouse. Large wrap around glass
provides excellent visibility outwards, and birch furniture
helps provide the interior with a warm and spacious
atmosphere enhanced by detailed feature lighting.
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GIMLÄ
A nominated finalist at the ShowBoats Interior Design
Awards, Gimlä was created for a Scandinavian family to
embark on worldwide adventures. Rhoades Young Design
designed both the interior and exterior lifestyle areas,
creating a cohesive and holistic ambience to the yacht
- evident from the styling of the exterior helm consoles
through to the custom door handles and furniture catches.
With a strong Scandinavian aesthetic to the furniture, the
key to her success was creating a calm and restful interior
that felt warm and inviting, whilst avoiding the typical
trappings of stark, modern interiors. The contemporary

furniture was produced from carefully selected offset
rotary-cut birch that contrasts with the weathered limed
oak overheads and richly oiled teak sole.
With accommodation for up to 10 guests, a distinctive
curved corridor separates the large split 2-level owner’s
cabin from the other guest cabins and slices through the
rectilinear-grid arrangement, creating unique features in
both the lobby and the cabins. Leading you gently through
the aft-ship, the corridor opens onto the dramatic openplan multi-level saloon, a large social area combining
lounging, dining, study and navigational areas.
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A N TA R E S
A nominated Finalist at the International Superyacht Society
Awards, Antares was named after the brightest star in the
Milky Way and was the first of two successful superyachts
designed in collaboration with naval architects Dixon Yacht
Design for this experienced owner.

for the family to enjoy their adventures. The requirement
for flexible spaces was paramount for the growing family,
with examples including the breakfast bar that converts to
create an open-plan galley, whilst the forward study readily
converts into a double guest cabin.

Launched in 2005 by the Royal Huisman shipyard, the brief
called for a comfortable interior for this cruising yacht; subtle
1930’s art-deco influences combine with a rich palette of
textured leather, polished brass and French walnut joinery
to create a warm and cosy interior atmosphere, suitable

Sliding glass screens allow the deck saloon and exterior
cockpit to be joined into one social space, whilst down
below a more relaxed and intimate space is created in the
lower saloon with large comfortable sofas contrasting with
the more formal dining area adjacent.
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M A R I A C AT T I VA
Designed by the renowned naval architect Bruce King, this
cutter-rigged 40m sloop was built and launched by the Royal
Huisman Shipyard in 2003 and was the first superyacht to
feature an interior designed by Rhoades Young Design.
The deck layout is arranged around two deck-houses with
adjoining cockpits, and is stylised with a signature of oval
shaping combined with an array of spectacularly intricate
details, a hallmark that carries through into the interior.
The carefully arranged interior layout is a highly detailed
classic style from yesteryear, but orientated towards family
comfort. Mahogany furniture with rose wood floors help to
create a rich and hand crafted feel to the joinery.

We hope you have enjoyed this selection of projects from
the past 20 years of Rhoades Young Design. To see an
expanded selection of images and more details of these
fantastic projects, as well as many more projects not
featured, please visit www.rhoadesyoung.com, or feel free
to contact the office via the contact details below:
Rhoades Young Design Ltd
The Old Coach House
11a Eastern Road
Lymington
Hampshire
SO41 9HH
United Kingdom
t: +44 (0) 1590 688912
e: enquiries@rhoadesyoung.com
www.rhoadesyoung.com
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